Abstract. We study quantized enveloping algebras called twisted Yangians associated with the symmetric pairs of types CI, BDI and DIII (in Cartan's classification) when the rank is small. We establish isomorphisms between these twisted Yangians and the well known Olshanskii's twisted Yangians of types AI and AII, and also with the Molev-Ragoucy reflection algebras associated with symmetric pairs of type AIII. We also construct isomorphisms with twisted Yangians in Drinfeld's original presentation.
Introduction
The twisted Yangians Y ± (N ) introduced by G. Olshanskii in [Ol] are quantizations of the enveloping algebra of the twisted current Lie algebra gl N [u] ρ where ρ is an involution of gl N (see [MNO] and reference therein). The cases when N is small are already interesting: for instance, Y ± (2) controls the branching multiplicities of Gelfand-Zsetlin bases for the orthogonal and symplectic Lie algebras [Mo3] and it plays an important role in understanding the representation theory of Y ± (N ) [Mo2] , in particular in the classification of its finite dimensional, irreducible representations.
In a recent work by the first two authors [GR] , a class of extended twisted Yangians X(g, G) tw for symmetric pairs of types B, C and D was introduced. These new extended twisted Yangians are deformations of the enveloping algebra of the twisted current Lie algebras so N [u] ρ and sp N [u] ρ (where ρ is now an involution of either so N or sp N ), and can be realised as coideal subalgebras of the orthogonal and symplectic extended Yangians X(o N ) and X(sp N ) studied by Arnaudon et. al. in [AACFR, AMR] .
The representation theory of the extended Yangians was investigated in [AMR] ; it relies on the existence of isomorphisms between the extended Yangians X(sp 2 ), X(so 3 ) and X(so 4 ) and the Yangians Y (2) and Y (2)⊗Y (2). These isomorphisms are naturally expected to hold because of the isomorphisms sp 2 ∼ = sl 2 ∼ = so 3 and so 4 ∼ = sl 2 ⊕sl 2 . Since finite dimensional modules over Y (2) have been classified for a long time [Ta1, Ta2] , those isomorphisms immediately lead to a similar classification for finite dimensional, irreducible modules over the extended Yangians X(sp 2 ), X(so 3 ) and X(so 4 ). This is then used in [AMR] as the base case of an induction argument to obtain a similar classification for X(so N ) and X(sp N ).
In the present work, we investigate the existence of similar isomorphisms for the extended twisted Yangians of rank one or two that correspond to isomorphisms between symmetric pairs of small rank (see Chapter X in [He] ). Since finite dimensional irreducible representations of Y ± (2) were classified in [Mo1] , we immediately obtain a similar classification for X (g, G) tw with g = sp 2 , so 3 , so 4 . This will play an important role in the study of the representation theory of extended Yangians of arbitrary rank in [GRW] and is the main motivation behind the current paper. Another motivation for the present work is to answer a natural question: are some of the twisted Yangians introduced in [GR] isomorphic to some of those that appeared earlier in the literature? We show that the answer is positive for certain classical Lie algebras of rank one or two.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the notation and recalls the basic facts about symmetric pairs of classical types and the reflection equation, whereas Section 3 recalls the definition of Yangians and twisted Yangians and some properties of their algebraic structure. The main section is the fourth one where isomorphisms between various twisted Yangians associated to symmetric pairs of semisimple Lie algebras of rank one or two are obtained. In the last section, these isomorphisms are made explicit with twisted Yangians defined using the generators in Drinfeld's original presentation of Yangians (see Definition 5.1). This presentation is commonly used in integrable field theories and we have included that section because it may be useful to theoretical physicists working in that area.
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Reflection equation and symmetric pairs
2.1. Preliminaries. Let n ∈ N and set N = 2n or N = 2n + 1. We will always assume that g = gl N , g = sl N or g = g N , where g N is the orthogonal Lie algebra so N or the symplectic Lie algebra sp N (only when N = 2n). The algebra g N can be realized as a Lie subalgebra of gl N as follows. We label the rows and columns of gl N by the indices {−n, . . . , −1, 1, . . . , n} if N = 2n and by {−n, . . . , −1, 0, 1, . . . , n} if N = 2n + 1. Set θ ij = 1 in the orthogonal case ∀ i, j and θ ij = sign(i) · sign(j) in the symplectic case for i, j ∈ {±1, ±2, . . . , ±n}. Let F ij = E ij − θ ij E −j,−i where E ij is the usual elementary matrix of gl N . Then g N = span C {F ij | − n ≤ i, j ≤ n}. These matrices satisfy the relations (2.1)
Next, we need to introduce some operators: P ∈ End(C N ⊗ C N ) will denote the permutation operator on C N ⊗ C N and Q = P t1 = P t2 where the transpose t is given by (E ij ) t = θ ij E −j,−i ; explicitly, (2.2) P = n i,j=−n E ij ⊗ E ji , Q = n i,j=−n θ ij E ij ⊗ E −i,−j . We will denote the transpose when θ ij = 1 by t + and the one when θ ij = sign(i) · sign(j) by t − . Let I denote the identity matrix. Then P 2 = I and P Q = QP = ±Q and Q 2 = N Q, which will be useful below. Here (and further in this paper) the upper sign corresponds to the orthogonal case and the lower sign to the symplectic case.
2.2. Symmetric pairs of classical Lie algebras and isomorphisms of small rank. The symmetric pairs we are interested in are of the form (g, g ρ ), where ρ is an involution of g and g ρ denotes the ρ-fixed subalgebra of g given by g ρ = {X ∈ g | X = GXG −1 }, except that g ρ = {X ∈ g | X = −X t } for types AI and AII. Here, G is a certain matrix. All this data is listed below according to the type of the symmetric pair:
• AI : g = sl N and g ρ = so N with t = t + ; • AII : g = sl N and g ρ = sp N with t = t − ;
• AIII : g = sl N and g ρ = (gl p ⊕ gl q ) ∩ sl N with G =
• DIII : N is even, g = so N , G = N 2
i=1 (E ii − E −i,−i ) and g ρ ∼ = gl N 2 ; • CII : N , p and q are even and > 0, N = p + q, g = sp N ,
More precisely, the subalgebra of g ρ spanned by F ij with − q 2 ≤ i, j ≤ q 2 is isomorphic to sp q and the subalgebra of g ρ spanned by F ij with |i|, |j| > q 2 is isomorphic to sp p ; • BDI : g = so N , g ρ = so p ⊕ so q where p > q > 0 if N is odd, and p ≥ q > 0 if N is even (if q = 1, then so 1 is the zero Lie algebra), and G is
In addition, we will consider trivial symmetric pairs:
• ABCD0: G = I N , ρ = id and g ρ = g.
These can be thought of as special cases of types AIII, CII and BDI when p = N and q = 0. For ease of notation, we will further refer to types CI, DIII, CII, BDI and BCD0 collectively as types B-C-D. We will always consider type A0 as a special case of type AIII. When n = 1 or n = 2, we have the following well-known isomorphisms between classical Lie algebras, listed with their Dynkin type:
• A(N = 2) = B(n = 1) = C(n = 1) :
These lead to the following isomorphisms of symmetric pairs (see [He, Section X.6] ):
• AI(N = 2) = AIII(p = q = 1) = BDI (p = 2, q = 1) = CI(n = 1):
• DIII(n = 2) = AII(N = 2) × AI(N = 2):
where by A ∆ we mean the diagonal symmetric pair defined as follows: the Lie algebra sl N ⊕sl N admits the involution ρ given by ρ(
The isomorphisms so 5 ∼ = sp 4 and so 6 ∼ = sl 4 also lead to isomorphisms between certain symmetric pairs. It is natural to conjecture that there are also isomorphisms between corresponding twisted Yangians, but we do not explore this question here.
2.3. R-matrices, K-matrices and the reflection equation. The matrices
] (all endomorphisms are over C, unless specified otherwise) that we will need are defined by [MNO, AACFR] :
where κ = N/2 ∓ 1 for g = g N ; we also set κ = 0 for g = gl N . These R-matrices are solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation with spectral parameters,
by (see [GR, MNO, MR] )
• K(u) = I for symmetric pairs of types AI, AII;
• K(u) = G for symmetric pairs of types AIII, BCD0, CI, DIII and DI, CII when p = q;
p−q for symmetric pairs of types BDI, CII when p > q. The matrices K(u) of types AI and AII are (scalar) solutions of the twisted reflection equation
where R(u) is given by a) in (2.7). In all other cases, K(u) is a solution of the reflection equation
with R(u) given by a) in (2.7) for type AIII, or by b) in (2.7) for all the B-C-D types.
Yangians and twisted Yangians
In this section, we briefly summarize the results presented in [MNO, MR] for Yangians and twisted Yangians of type A, and in [AACFR, AMR, GR] for types B, C and D.
3.1. Yangians and Extended Yangians. Definition 3.1. The algebra X(g) is the associative C-algebra with generators t (r) ij for −n ≤ i, j ≤ n and r ∈ Z ≥0 , which satisfy the following relations:
where T (u) are the elements of End(C N ) ⊗ X(g) [[u −1 ] ] with matrix entries given by the formal power series
is given by a) of (2.7), then the algebra X(g) is the Yangian Y (N ) of gl N [Dr1, MNO] . Otherwise, if R(u) is given by b) of (2.7), then the algebra X(g) is the extended Yangian X(g N ) [AACFR, AMR] .
Let us collect some important facts about X(g) and its centre:
• Let g = gl N . Then X(gl N ) = Y (N ) and there exists a series, called quantum determinant
with coefficients central in Y (N ). Moreover, they are algebraically independent and generate the whole centre Z(N ) of Y (N ). The quotient algebra Y (N )/(qdet T (u) − 1) is isomorphic to the special Yangian SY (N ) associated with the Lie algebra sl N .
•
where the series
is called the quantum contraction of T (u). Its coefficients z i are algebraically independent and generate the whole centre
By employing the uniform notation
the following isomorphism of algebras holds
We will denote the T -matrix of Y (g) by T (u). Its matrix entries will be denoted by τ ij (u).
3.2. Twisted Yangians as subalgebras of Yangians and extended Yangians.
Definition 3.2. The algebra X(g, G) tw is the subalgebra of X(g) generated by the coefficients of the entries s ij (u) of the S-matrix S(u) given by:
for type AIII,
tw is the subalgebra of Y (g) generated by the coefficients of the entries σ ij (u) of the S-matrix Σ(u) obtained from (3.7) by replacing T (u) with T (u), which is equivalent to saying that
The algebra X(g, G) tw (resp. Y (g, G) tw ) of types AI and AII is the Olshanskii's twisted Yangian Y ± (N ) (resp. SY ± (N )) (see [Ol, MNO, Mo5] ); of type AIII it is the Molev-Ragoucy reflection algebra B(N, q) (resp. SB(N, q)) [MR] ; in all the remaining cases it is the extended twisted Yangian X(g N , G) tw (resp. the twisted Yangian Y (g N , G) tw ) introduced by the first two authors in [GR] .
We now briefly recall important facts about the algebras X(g, G) tw and Y (g, G) tw and their centres:
• Let X(g N , G) tw be of types B-C-D. Then the S-matrix S(u) satisfies the reflection equation (2.10) with R(u) given by b) in (2.7) and K(u) replaced with S(u). It also satisfies the so-called symmetry relation
The sign in (±) is always '+' except it is '−' for types CI and DIII. The unitarity relation defines an even series w(u), namely
with even coefficients algebraically independent and generating the centre
• Let X(g, G) tw be of type AI or AII, namely the algebra Y ± (N ). Then the S-matrix satisfies the twisted reflection equation (2.9) with R(u) given by a) in (2.7) and K(u) replaced with S(u). It also satisfies the symmetry relation (3.9) with κ = 0 and only the first two terms on the right-hand side. Moreover, there exists a series called the Sklyanin determinant
the even coefficients of which are algebraically independent and generate the centre
Then the quotient algebra
is isomorphic to the special twisted Yangian
• Let X(g, G) tw be of type AIII, namely the algebra B(N, q). Then the S-matrix satisfies the reflection equation (2.10) with R(u) given by a) in (2.7) and K(u) replaced with S(u), and the unitarity relation S(u) S(−u) = I. The Sklyanin determinant is given by the series (3.14)
sdet S(u) = (−1)
the odd coefficients of which are algebraically independent and generate the centre Z(N, q) of B(N, q). Introduce the series
is isomorphic to the special reflection algebra SB(N, q).
for types AI and AII, (B(N, q) ,
Moreover, the algebra Y (g, G) tw has no non-trivial central elements.
3.3. Twisted Yangians as quotients of extended reflection algebras.
Definition 3.4. The extended reflection algebra X(g, G) tw is the unital associative C-algebra generated by elements s (r) ij for −n ≤ i, j ≤ n and r ∈ Z ≥0 satisfying the twisted reflection equation
with R(u) given by a) of (2.7) for types AI and AII, and the reflection equation
with R(u) given by a) of (2.7) for type AIII, and by b) of (2.7) for types B-C-D. The S-matrix S(u) is defined in the usual way:
ij u −r with s (0) ij = δ ij for types AI, AII and s (0) ij = g ij for all the remaining types.
The algebra X(g, G)
tw of types AI and AII is the Olshanskii's extended twisted Yangian Y ± (N ) (see [MNO, Section 6] and [Mo5, Section 2.13]), of type AIII it is the Molev-Ragoucy extended reflection algebra B(N, q) [MR] , in all the remaining cases it is the extended reflection algebra X B(G) introduced in [GR] .
Following the same strategy as we used in the sections above, we recall some important facts about the extended reflection algebra X(g, G)
tw and its central elements:
tw be of types B-C-D, namely the algebra X B(G). Then there exists a formal power series c(u
with the R-matrix given by b) in (2.7) and
It can be checked that p(u) p(κ − u) = 1 − (2u − κ) −2 . The coefficients c 1 , c 3 , . . . of the series c(u) are algebraically independent and central in X B(G). Moreover, the constraint c(u) = 1 is equivalent to the symmetry relation (3.9) with S(u) replaced by S(u). The quotient algebra X B(G)/(c(u) − 1) is thus isomorphic to the twisted Yangian X(g N , G) tw : see [GR] .
• Let X(g, G) tw be of type AI or AII, namely the algebra Y ± (N ). Then all that was said in the paragraph above is also true, except that the R-matrix is given by a) in (2.7), p(u) given by (3.22) with κ = 0 and the last term set to zero, and the same for (3.9). The quotient algebra Y ± (N )/(c(u) − 1) is isomorphic to the twisted Yangian Y ± (N ): see [MNO, Mo5] .
• Let X(g, G) tw be of type AIII, namely the algebra B(N, q). Then the unitarity relation gives
is an even series with coefficients algebraically independent and central in B(N, q). The quotient algebra B(N, q)/(f (u) − 1) is isomorphic to the reflection algebra B(N, q): see [MR] .
Let Z(g, G) tw denote the commutative subalgebra of X(g, G) tw generated by the coefficients of the even series f (u) for type AIII, or by coefficients of the series c(u) for all the remaining cases. Then the following isomorphism holds:
tw is the whole centre of X(g, G) tw . The first isomorphism was not shown for types AI and AII in [MNO] and for type AIII in [MR] , but can be proven in the same way as in [GR] for types B-C-D and as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [AMR] . The second isomorphism follows from the first one and (3.18).
Isomorphisms for small rank cases
4.1. Yangians and extended Yangians of small rank. Isomorphisms between the Yangians of type A and those of types B, C, D of small rank, when n = 1 and n = 2, were found in [AMR, Section 4] . We briefly recall the main properties of these isomorphisms.
Let T (u) (resp. T (u)) denote the T -matrix of the extended Yangian
. Then the maps
where R
• (−1) = (I + P ), define isomorphisms of the algebras. (See [AMR, Section 4.2] for the meaning of T
.) The map ψ 1 restricts to an isomorphism between Y (sp 2 ) and SY (2) when these are viewed as subalgebras of X(sp 2 ) and Y (2): see Corollary 4.2 in loc. cit. It also descends to an isomorphism between Y (sp 2 ) and SY (2) when Y (sp 2 ) (resp. SY (2)) is viewed as the quotient of X(sp 2 ) (resp. Y (2)) by the ideal generated by the non-constant coefficients of the central series z(u) -see (3.4) (resp. of the quantum determinant qdet T
• (u) -see (3.3)). Indeed, starting from (3.4) and applying ψ 1 to it, we obtain (using [MNO, Proposition 2.7] ):
which implies that ψ 1 restricts to an isomorphism between the ideal of X(sp 2 ) generated by the non-constant coefficients of z(u) and the ideal of Y (2) generated by the non-constant coefficients of qdet T
• (u). Therefore,
). It will also be useful to know what is ψ 1 (w(u)) (see (3.10)) in the case of X(sp 2 ). The series w(u) is related to z(u) via w(u) = z(−u − 1) z(u − 1) (see [GR] ), hence
by (4.12).
(4.4)
Let ψ 2 be the composite of ψ 2 with the shift automorphism of Y (2) given by
. Let us perform similar computations for ψ 2 (z(u)) and ψ 2 (w(u)). We need to know what is ψ 2 (T (u) t+ ): it can be seen from [AMR] that
That equals also
In the computations below, we will use the identities
and the following RTT-relations
The second and fourth equality follow from
, we obtain:
(4.6) For X(so 4 ), it is known that the map
is an embedding which, after composing with Y (2) ։ SY (2) on either copies of Y (2), leads to isomorphisms
(See Proposition 4.8 and Corollary 4.10 in [AMR] .) Here T
• (u) and T • (u) denote, respectively, the T -matrix of the first and the second copy of the algebra
is used instead in Section 4.3 in [AMR] .) Moreover, by replacing the T -matrices T (u) with T (u) (and the same for T
• (u) and T • (u)) one obtains the isomorphisms
In the following subsections we will demonstrate analogues of the maps (4.1-4.7) for the extended twisted Yangians that correspond to the isomorphisms (2.3-2.5) between symmetric pairs. The analogue of the isomorphism (2.6) for twisted Yangians relates X(so 4 , so 3 )
tw to the so-called achiral twisted Yangian; such algebras in Drinfeld original presentation were introduced by one of the authors in [MaRe] . Their RTT analogues will be considered elsewhere.
Olshanskii's twisted Yangians and Molev-Ragoucy reflection algebras of small rank. It was shown in [MR] that Olshanskii's twisted Yangian Y
± (2) (and its extensions/specializations) is isomorphic to the Molev-Ragoucy reflection algebra B(2, q) (and its extensions/specializations, respectively) with q = 0 for Y − (2) and q = 1 for Y + (2). Let us briefly recall a few facts about these algebras (see [MNO] and [MR] ) and the isomorphism between them (see Section 4.2 in [MR] for complete details).
Let S(u) denote the S-matrix of the Olshanskii's twisted Yangian Y ± (2) and let s ij (u) be its matrix entries with coefficients s (r) ij with i, j = ±1, r ∈ Z ≥ 0 such that s (0) ij = δ ij . The S-matrix satisfies the twisted reflection equation (2.9), which is (4.9)
and the symmetry relation (cf. (3.9)) (4.10)
Here R(u) = 1 − u −1 P and
2) can be given explicitly by the formulas
Moreover, it satisfies the relation
The special twisted Yangian SY
, where c(u) is the formal series defined by the relation (cf. (3.21-3.22)) (4.13)
Let B • (u) denote the S-matrix of the Molev-Ragoucy reflection algebra B(2, q) and let b
• ij (u) be its matrix entries with coefficients b
•(r) ij with i, j = ±1 and r ≥ 1 such that b
•(0) ij = δ ij ǫ i with ǫ −1 = 1 and ǫ 1 = ±1 (+1 if q = 0 and −1 if q = 1). The defining relations are given by the reflection equation (2.10) (4.14)
, and the unitarity constraint
Let B • (u) denote the S-matrix of the extended reflection algebra B(2, q).
is an even series with coefficients f
• 2r algebraically independent and central in B(2, q). An ascending filtration on B(2, q) can be introduced by setting deg b
•(r) ij = r − 1. Then the corresponding graded algebra gr B(2, q) (resp. gr SB(2, q)) is isomorphic to the twisted current algebra
(ρ is the automorphism of gl 2 obtained by conjugation by the diagonal matrix which is the identity diag(1, 1) if q = 0 and is diag(1, −1) if q = 1.) The isomorphism is given by the map
and this induces gr c
where K = E 11 − E −1,−1 , are algebra isomorphisms. We have similar isomorphisms between SY ± (2) and SB(2, q), which can be seen as follows. Let Σ
• (u) denote the S-matrix of SY ± (2) and B • (u) be the S-matrix of SB(2, q). We have Σ
which follow from the restriction of the isomorphism (4.1) to the subalgebras Y (sp 2 ) and SY (2), and the symmetry property (3.4) giving T (2u + 2)
if q = 0, and
if q = 1, as required. Moreover, as remarked at the end of Section 4.2 in [MoRa] , this isomorphism can then be extended to an isomorphism between Y ± (2) and B(2, q) because of the tensor product decomposition (3.18).
4.3. Twisted Yangians for the symmetric pairs (sp 2 , sp 2 ) and (sp 2 , gl 1 ). The twisted Yangians for the symmetric pairs (sp 2 , sp 2 ) and (sp 2 , gl 1 ) are those of types C0 and CI with G = E −1,−1 + E 11 and G = E 11 − E −1,−1 , respectively. We have N = 2 and κ = 2. Let us set Q + = Q for the orthogonal case and Q − = Q for the symplectic case. Observe that, in the N = 2 symplectic case, the operators P and Q − satisfy the identity P + Q − = I ⊗ I. This implies the following relation:
where R(u) is given by b) (for sp 2 ) and R • (u) is given by a) in (2.7). We also have the identity P +K 1 Q
Proposition 4.1. The mappings
are algebra isomorphisms.
Proof. Use the first equality in (4.21) and compare (3.20) with (4.14); this gives (4.23). The isomorphism ϕ 1 can be deduced in the same way, except that a sign is needed here, which can be seen by comparing the constant terms. Using instead the second equality in (4.21) and comparing (3.20) with (4.9), we deduce (4.25). In a similar way, the equality (4.22) leads to (4.26). One can also use the isomorphisms φ
) to obtain (4.25) and (4.26) from (4.23) and (4.24), respectively. tw , X(sp 2 , gl 1 ) tw and induce isomorphisms
respectively. We also have isomorphisms
2) follows from the observation that the image of the identity (3.21) under the map ϕ ′ 0 is equivalent to the identity (4.10) for Y − (2):
Here we used κ = 2 and tr(K(u)) = 2; the operator Q on the left-hand side is the one used for X(sp 2 ), hence it equals the operator Q − in the notation used for Y − (2). We also had to use (4.21). The previous equality shows that ϕ
hence it establishes an isomorphism between the ideal of X(sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw generated by c i , i ≥ 1, and the ideal of Y − (2) generated by the non-constant coefficients of c
tw , we have tr(K(u)) = 0 giving
where in the second equality we have used the identities Q − = K 2 Q + K 2 and Q − = −K 2 Q + K 1 . This shows that ϕ ′ 1 establishes an isomorphism between the ideal of X(sp 2 , gl 1 ) tw generated by c i , i ≥ 1, and the ideal of Y + (2) generated by the non-constant coefficients of c • (u); consequently, X(sp 2 , gl 1 ) tw is isomorphic to Y + (2). The isomorphisms in (4.27) have thus been established. Let g(u) be an even power series with constant coefficient 1 and setǧ(u) = g(2u). Y (sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw is isomorphic to the subalgebra of X(sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw fixed by all the automorphisms ν g (see [GR] , Section 3.2) and SY − (2) is isomorphic to the subalgebra of Y − (2) fixed by the similar automorphisms S • (u) → g(u)S • (u) (or with g(u) replaced byǧ(u)), which we also denote by ν g . In X(sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw , ν g (S(u)) = g(u − 1)S(u), so it follows from (4.25) that ϕ
tw and SY − (2). The same argument works for ϕ
the ideal generated by the non-constant coefficients of sdet S
• (u) is the same as the ideal generated by the non-constant coefficients of sdet S
• (u/2 + 1/2). The same is true for ϕ ′ 0 except that one needs to take into account the extra factor γ 2 (u): see (3.12).
The remaining isomorphisms X(sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw ∼ = B(2, 0), X(sp 2 , gl 1 ) tw ∼ = B(2, 1) and Y (sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw ∼ = SB(2, 0), Y (sp 2 , gl 1 ) tw ∼ = SB(2, 1) follow from the isomorphisms (4.19) and (4.20). Another way to obtain that X(sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw and Y − (2) are isomorphic would be to view both of these as subalgebras of X(sp 2 ) and Y (2) and restrict to those twisted Yangians the isomorphism ψ 1 of (4.1). Using the isomorphism between Y (sp 2 ) and SY (2) and viewing Y (sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw and SB(2, 0) as subalgebras of those Yangians, it is possible to see that Y (sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw and SB(2, 0) are isomorphic. It follows from the tensor product decomposition 3.18 that X(sp 2 , sp 2 ) tw and B(2, 0) are also isomorphic. The same works for Y (sp 2 , gl 1 ) tw and SB(2, 1).
4.4. Twisted Yangians for the symmetric pairs (so 3 , so 3 ) and (so 3 , so 2 ). We recall the presentation of X(so 3 ) and the notation given in Section 4.2 in [AMR] . Let the standard basis for the vector space C 2 be given by vectors e −1 and e 1 . Set V to be the three-dimensional subspace of C 2 ⊗ C 2 spanned by vectors
(e −1 ⊗ e 1 + e 1 ⊗ e −1 ), v 1 = −e 1 ⊗ e 1 . Introduce operators P V , Q V ∈ End(V ⊗ V ) in the usual way, as in (2.2). Then the defining relation (3.1) for X(so 3 ) may be written as
and where (see [AMR, Lemma 4 .5])
R V (u) is, up to a power series, the R-matrix used previously to define X(so 3 ). Moreover, the matrix 
, which is what we will do for the remainder of this section. Moreover, we have that
, where v i are basis vectors of V . Moreover, let e a ⊗e b | e c ⊗e d = δ ac δ bd be the standard bilinear form on
Proposition 4.3. Let q = 0 if ± = − and q = 1 if ± = +. We then have the following:
(1) The restriction of ψ 2 to X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw yields an isomorphism with Y ± (2) given by
(2) The restriction of ψ 2 to Y (so 3 , so 3−q ) tw , viewed as the quotient of X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw by the ideal generated by the coefficients of the unitarity relation, descends to an isomorphism with SY ± (2).
(3) The restriction of ψ 2 to Y (so 3 , so 3−q ) tw , viewed this time as a subalgebra of X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw , also yields an isomorphism with SY ± (2).
Proof. We first provide a proof for X(so 3 , so 3 ) tw . We will explain afterwards the modifications necessary for X(so 3 , so 2 ) tw .
Proof of (1): We view X(so 3 , so 3 ) tw as a subalgebra of X(so 3 ) defined by S(u) = T (u − 1/4) T (−u + 1/4) t+ . This allows us to compute ψ 2 (S(u)). It can be checked directly that
, which we need to obtain the third equality below:
by (4.5);
This shows that the image of the restriction of ψ 2 to X(so 3 , so 3 )
tw is contained in Y − (2). Surjectivity onto Y − (2) can be checked as in the proof of Proposition 4.7 given below. Since ψ 2 is an isomorphism, this restriction of ψ 2 is also an isomorphism.
Similar computations work for the restriction of ψ 2 to X(so 3 , so 2 ) tw , except that the following changes must be taken into consideration. We now have
We will also make use of the following identities:
Similar computations to those in (4.32) can now be performed that in addition require the following consequence of the RTT-relation:
Proof of (2): As follows from (4.6), ψ 2 maps the ideal of X(so 3 , so 3 ) tw generated by the non-constant coefficients of w(u) bijectively to the ideal of Y − (2) generated by the non-constant coefficients of γ 2 (u) −1 sdet S • (u). Therefore, ψ 2 descends to an isomorphism between the quotient of X(so 3 , so 3 ) tw by the first ideal (which is Y (so 3 , so 3 ) tw ) and the quotient of Y − (2) by the second ideal (which is SY − (2)). Exactly the same argument can be applied to Y (so 3 , so 2 ) tw and Y + (2).
Proof of (3): Let f (u) be an even power series in u −1 with constant coefficient equal to 1 and ν f the automorphism of X(so 3 , so 3 ) tw given by S(u) → f (u − 1/4)S(u). The series f (u) can be factored as f (u − 1/4) = g(u − 1/4) g(−u + 1/4) and g(u − 1/4) can further be factored as g(u − 1/4) = h(2(u − 1/4) + 1/2) h(2(u − 1/4) − 1/2). (Both g(u) and h(u) can be taken to have constant term equal to 1.) Set h
This show that ψ 2 establishes an isomorphism between the subalgebra of X(so 3 , so 3 ) tw fixed by all the automorphisms ν f (which is Y (so 3 , so 3 ) tw ) and the subalgebra of Y − (2) fixed by all the automorphisms ν h • (u) with h • (u) even (which is SY − (2)). Exactly the same argument works for Y (so 3 , so 2 ) tw and Y + (2).
Another way to check that the restriction of ψ 2 to X(so 3 , so 3 ) tw descends to an isomorphism between Y (so 3 , so 3 ) tw and SY − (2) is to verify directly that Σ
by the reflection equation and (
after using twice the reflection equation;
• 2 (−2u − 1) = I, a consequence of (4.19) and (4.15) ; =
Very similar computations work for Y (so 3 , so 2 ) tw .
It is also possible to establish isomorphisms between the twisted Yangians Y (so 3 , so 3−q ) tw and reflection algebras SB(2, q).
Proposition 4.4. We have isomorphisms Y (so 3 , so 3−q ) tw ∼ = SB(2, q). Moreover, these can be extended to isomorphisms X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw ∼ = B(2, q).
Proof. The map ψ 2 gives an isomorphism between Y (so 3 ) and SY (2) (see (4.8)). It can be restricted to the subalgebra Y (so 3 , so 3−q ) tw of Y (so 3 ) and computations similar to those in (4.32) can be performed. The difference is that T (−u − 1/4) −1 is used instead of the transpose T (−u + 1/4) t+ giving
Here, we used the relations tw is isomorphic to SB(2, q). This isomorphism can be extended to an isomorphism between X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw and B(2, q) using the tensor product decompositions (3.18) and the fact that the centres of both algebras are polynomial rings in infinitely many variables.
It is a natural question to ask if the isomorphisms in the previous two propositions also hold at the level of extended twisted Yangians. This is indeed the case.
Proposition 4.5. The map
viewed as an extension of the map in Proposition 4.3 (1), is an isomorphism of algebras.
Proof. We use (3.24): here, X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw is identified with the subalgebra of X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw generated by the coefficients of S(u)v(u) −1 where the central power series v(u) is such that c(u) = v(u) 2 and the constant term of v(u) is one (see [GR] , Theorem 5.3). We also need that decomposition for Y ± (2) and corresponding power series c
Since ψ 2 (S(u)) satisfies the reflection equation by Proposition 4.3 and ψ 2 (v(u)) is central, it follows that ψ 2 ( S(u)) also satisfies the reflection equation, hence ψ 2 is an algebra homomorphism. From the above formula, we deduce that
To complete the proof that ψ 2 is an isomorphism, due to the decomposition in (3.24) and Proposition 4.3, it is enough to see that it is an isomorphism when restricted to the subalgebra of X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw generated by the coefficients of c(u). It was proved in [GR] that this subalgebra is a polynomial algebra generated by the odd coefficients of c(u) and the same is true for c
• (u) and Y ± (2). We thus have to see that the map given by ψ 2 (c(u)) = c
. This is indeed the case because ψ 2 (c 2i+1 ) = 2 −2i c
Corollary 4.6. The map
, is an isomorphism of algebras.
Proof. This follows by composing the isomorphism (4.36) with the isomorphism given in (4.17-4.18).
The isomorphism between the extended reflection algebras X(so 3 , so 3−q ) tw and B(2, q) (and consequently between X(so 3 , so 3−q )
tw and Y ± (2)) can also be established in a direct way. For this we need some additional identities. Recall that the matrix 
Here the second line follows by application of the Yang-Baxter equation (2.8). Moreover, we have the identity
By inserting the identity matrix I • = P 
which will be used in proving Proposition 4.7 below. Proposition 4.7. We have algebra isomorphisms
Proof. We first prove that ϕ q is a surjective algebra homomorphism; it will follow from (4.17) and (4.18) that ϕ ′ q is as well. The proof of injectivity for ϕ ′ q is identical to the one given in Proposition 4.5 and injectivity of ϕ q then follows from ϕ q = φ q • ϕ ′ q . Let us start by verifying that the map (4.43) is an algebra homomorphism. We need to check that the reflection equation
remains valid when S 1 ′ (u) and S 2 ′ (v) are replaced by their images under ϕ 0 and ϕ 1 . Here the primed indices denote the copies of the space V in the tensor product V ⊗ V . We use (4.39) for R V (u − v) in the left-hand side, (4.42) for R V (u − v) in the right-hand side, and (4.41) for both R V (u + v). In such a way we obtain an equation which is of essentially the same form as the fused projected reflection equation given in Theorem 4.2 in [BaRe] . The explicit form of the left-hand side of (4.45) is
(4.46) By (4.14) we have (4.47)
and
where in the second equality we used (4.14) and in the last equality we used the idempotence property ( 
• 4 (2v + 1/2), which is equivalent to the left-hand side of the fused reflection equation given in Theorem 4.1 in [BaRe] . Now in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [BaRe] (i.e. using the Yang-Baxter and the reflection equations multiple times) we obtain
Then, using (4.40) and (4.47), we put the projectors into the required places and use (4.38), (4.39) to obtain
, which is exactly the image of the right-hand side of (4.45).
We now show that the homomorphism ϕ q is surjective. The images of the matrix elements s ij (u) of S(u) are found as using the method explained above (4.31), that is s
In such a way, we find for instance:
•(r) ij u −r . Then, by taking coefficients at u −r on both sides of the map, we find
for the case q = 0 and for any r ≥ 1; here A r−1 (. . .) denotes a polynomial in the generatorsb In the following three sections, we turn our attention to those twisted Yangians associated to symmetric pairs of the form (so 4 , so ρ 4 ). It will be convenient to denote u = u − κ/2 = u − 1/2. Furthermore, we will continue to make use of the matrix K = E 11 − E −1,−1 throughout these sections. 4.5. Twisted Yangians for the symmetric pair (so 4 , gl 2 ). Our investigation will make use of the tensor products Y (2) ⊗ Y (2) and Y + (2) ⊗ Y − (2). In order to distinguish the two copies of Y (2) in the tensor product Y (2) ⊗ Y (2), we will follow the same convention as used in (4.7). That is, we will denote the generator series corresponding to the first copy of Y (2) by t • ij (u), and the generator series corresponding to the second copy by t • ij (u), where i, j ∈ {−1, 1}. As usual, the formal series t Let {e −1 , e 1 } be the standard basis of C 2 and set V = C 2 ⊗ C 2 , with the ordered basis {v −2 , v −1 , v 1 , v 2 } given as follows:
Then we may consider
and, in particular, it is the image of the T -matrix T (u) of X(so 4 ) under the embedding ψ 3 given in (4.7).
Restricting ψ 3 to the subalgebra X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw of X(so 4 ) leads to the following result:
Proposition 4.8. The assignment
Proof. Since X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw is a subalgebra of X(so 4 ), it is already clear that if we set ϕ 0 = ψ 3 | X(so4,gl2) tw , then we get an embedding:
. Hence, we have to see that the image of this embedding is contained in Y + (2) ⊗ Y − (2), where here Y + (2) and Y − (2) are both identified as subalgebras of Y (2) via the embedding (3.7), and in addition that it is given by the assignment (4.48).
Viewing X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw as a subalgebra of X(so 4 ), we have
It can be checked directly from the explicit expressions in [AMR, Proposition 4.8] 
This proves that Image
and that ϕ 0 is given by the assignment (4.48).
To compute the explicit images of each generating series s ij (u) under ϕ 0 , we only have to use the formulas given in [AMR, Proposition 4.8] and replace all series t ab (u) by s Recall that the projection map Y (2) → SY (2) given by t
defines a surjective homomorphism of algebras. We denote this map by Pr. In [AMR, Corollary 4.10] , it was shown that the maps χ
(1) = Pr 1 •ψ 3 , and χ (2) = Pr 2 • ψ 3 provide isomorphisms
The restriction of the projection Pr to Y ± (2) coincides with the natural projection of Y ± (2) onto SY ± (2). Thus, Pr(s 
Proof. We show that Pr 1 • ϕ 0 is an isomorphism. The argument for Pr 2 • ϕ 0 is similar. Note first that
To show surjectivity, we use an argument similar to that used in the proof of Corollary 4.10 in [AMR] , where the role of the quantum determinant qdet T
• (u) is played by the Sklyanin determinant sdet S • (u). We first show that the coefficients of the series s 
, where the last equality follows from the fact that sdet Σ
• (u) = 1. By the symmetry relation (4.10) we have s Hence, z(u) is also invertible with inverse z −1 (u) which satisfies χ
] for all i, j ∈ {−1, 1}. Indeed, the formula (4.48) and the definition of χ
0 imply the following equalities: σ
Similarly, since σ 
0 (y(u)) = σ
• 11 (u), using an argument similar to that just used with z(u), we obtain s
0 for all i, j ∈ {±1} (this has already been established for the case i = j = 1). This completes the proof that χ 
Proof. Recall that in X(g, G) tw we have the relation S(u)S(−u) = w(u) · I, where w(u) is an even formal power series whose coefficients generate the center of X(g, G)
tw . In particular, this implies that
Conversely, the formulas of Proposition 4.8 give:
are multiples of the identity I. However, one easily checks that, for i = ±1, the coefficient of
where
Here we have used the formulas in (4.11) for the Sklyanin determinant, as well as the fact that SY + (2) is equal to the quotient Y + (2)/(sdet S • (u) − 1). Similarly, an easy computation using relation (4.11) shows that the diagonal entries of S
However, by (4.12) the right hand side of the above equation is equal to γ 2 (− u)
, where γ 2 (u) = (2u + 1)(2u − 1) −1 , as in (3.12)). Therefore we can write
and so χ
(1) 0 sends the ideal generated by the nonconstant coefficients of w(u) to the ideal SY + (2) ⊗ J, where J is the ideal in Y − (2) generated by the non-constant coefficients of
2)/J, and as consequence we have the following sequence of induced isomorphisms:
This establishes the isomorphism (4.53), completing the proof of the corollary. We can also obtain the isomorphism Y (so 4 , gl 2 ) tw ∼ = SY + (2) ⊗ SY − (2) by viewing Y (so 4 , gl 2 ) tw as a subalgebra of X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw and restricting the isomorphism χ
0 . Indeed, recall that Y (so 4 , gl 2 ) tw can be identified as the subalgebra of X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw stable under all the automorphisms ν g of the form S(u) → g(u−1/2)S(u), where g(u) is an even formal power series in 1+u
0 is exactly the subalgebra SY
Note that the previous corollary can be proven in the same way with χ
0 replaced by χ
0 . This will also be true for the corresponding corollaries 4.14 and 4.18 in the following two subsections.
Corollary 4.11. The isomorphisms obtained in Corollary 4.9 and Corollary 4.10 can be written in terms of the reflection algebras B(2, q) and SB(2, q) studied in [MR] . Specifically, we obtain isomorphisms X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw ∼ = SB(2, 1) ⊗ B(2, 0) and X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw ∼ = B(2, 1) ⊗ SB(2, 0),
Proof. This is a corollary of the isomorphisms SY ± (2) ∼ = SB(2, q) which are given explicitly in (4.19) and (4.20), together with the fact that, due to (3.18), these isomorphisms can be extended to obtain isomorphisms Y ± (2) ∼ = B(2, q).
4.6. Twisted Yangians for the symmetric pair (so 4 , so 4 ). We will establish results analogous to those obtained for X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw , this time replacing the tensor product
We keep all the same notation, with the slight modification that the notation s • ij (u) will be reserved for the series in the (i, j) th entry of the S-matrix S • (u) corresponding to the first copy of Y − (2), as opposed to Y + (2).
Proposition 4.12. The assignment
Proof. The argument is very similar to that used in the proof of Proposition 4.8. We set ϕ 1 = ψ 3 | X(so4,so4) tw , an embedding, and show that ϕ 1 is actually given by the assignment (4.54). Viewing X(so 4 , so 4 ) tw as a subalgebra of the extended Yangian X(so 4 ), we have
Therefore, applying ψ 3 to S(u) we obtain:
The image of all series t ij (u) under ψ 3 are given in [AMR, Proposition 4.8] . To obtain the image of s ij (u) under ϕ 1 , one need only observe where ψ 3 maps t ij (u) and then replace all series t
, and all series t
The following corollary gives isomorphisms for X(so 4 , so 4 ) tw analogous to those obtain for X(so 4 , gl 2 ) tw in Proposition 4.9.
Corollary 4.13. The compositions χ
(1)
respectively.
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 4.9, we consider only χ
1 . By (4.54) and the definition of χ
1 , we have
where we have obtained the last equality as consequence of (4.11) and the relation Corollary 4.14. The isomorphism χ (1) 1 descends to the quotients Y (so 4 , so 4 ) tw and SY − (2) ⊗ SY − (2), thus inducing an isomorphism
Proof. This corollary is proved the same way as Corollary 4.10. One first shows that (4.58) χ
which implies that the ideal (w(u) − 1) in X(so 4 , so 4 ) tw is sent to SY + (2) ⊗ J, where J is the ideal
. This correspondence induces the isomorphism (4.57).
We have an analogue of Corollary 4.11.
Corollary 4.15. Since Y − (2) ∼ = B(2, 0) and SY − (2) ∼ = SB(2, 0), the isomorphisms introduced in Corollary 4.13 and Corollary 4.14 can be expressed in terms of the reflection algebras B(2, 0) and SB(2, 0) as follows (see (4.19)):
4.7. Twisted Yangians for the symmetric pairs (so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ). In this section we aim to establish similar results to the last two sections for the extended twisted Yangian X(so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ) tw of type DI. Recall that G = Notice that A t = A −1 , so X(so 4 , G) tw ∼ = X(so 4 , AGA t ) tw . Accordingly, for the remainder of this section, we shall replace the matrix G with the matrix G ′ given by G ′ = AGA t .
For the remainder of this section, we will be working with the tensor product Y + (2) ⊗ Y + (2). We keep the same notation for tensor products of generators used in the last two sections. Proof. The argument is similar to that used in Propositions 4.8 and 4.12, so we omit most details. Set ϕ 2 = ψ 3 | X(so4,so2⊕so2) tw . Since we already know this defines an embedding, to complete the proof of the proposition, we only have to show that it is given by the assignment (4.59). We have S(u) = T (u − 1/2) G ′ T (−u + 1/2) t+ .
Therefore,
Explicit formulas for the images of the generators s ij (u) can then be obtain by replacing t ab (u) by s X(so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ) tw ∼ = SY + (2) ⊗ Y + (2) and X(so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ) tw ∼ = Y + (2) ⊗ SY + (2), respectively.
Proof. As in the proof of Corollaries 4.9 and 4.13, we consider only χ
2 . By (4.59) and definition of χ Y (so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ) tw ∼ = SY + (2) ⊗ SY + (2).
Proof. This corollary is proved the same way as corollaries 4.10 and 4.14. One first shows that (4.62) χ
2 (w(u)) = 1 ⊗ sdet S • (− u), which implies that the ideal (w(u) − 1) in X(so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ) tw is sent to SY + (2) ⊗ J, where J is the ideal (sdet S
• (u) − 1) in Y + (2). This correspondence induces the isomorphism (4.61).
Corollary 4.19. Since Y + (2) ∼ = B(2, 1) and SY + (2) ∼ = SB(2, 1), the isomorphisms introduced in Corollary 4.17 and Corollary 4.18 can be expressed in terms of the reflection algebras B(2, 1) and SB(2, 1) as follows (see (4.20)):
X(so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ) tw ∼ = SB(2, 1) ⊗ B(2, 1) and X(so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ) tw ∼ = B(2, 1) ⊗ SB(2, 1), and Y (so 4 , so 2 ⊕ so 2 ) tw ∼ = SB(2, 1) ⊗ SB(2, 1).
Isomorphisms with twisted Yangians in the Drinfeld's original presentation
In the previous sections, we obtained isomorphisms for twisted Yangians of small rank in the RT Tpresentation. Here we will determine isomorphisms with twisted Yangians of sl 2 defined in Drinfeld's original presentation [Dr1, Dr2, BeRe] . We will use the calligraphic letter Y to denote Yangians in this presentation.
Yangians and twisted Yangians in Drinfeld's original presentation.
The next definition is due to Drinfeld [Dr1] .
Definition 5.1. The Yangian Y 2 in Drinfeld's original presentation is the unital associative C-algebra generated by the elements h, e, f and J(h), J(e), J(f ) satisfying for all x ∈ {h, e, f }; here Ω = e ⊗ f + f ⊗ e + 1 2 h ⊗ h is the two-site quadratic Casimir element. The Yangian Y 2 becomes a filtered algebra if we set deg(x) = 0 and deg(J(x)) = 1 ∀ x ∈ {h, e, f }.
The next two definitions are due to S. Belliard and N. Crampe [BeCr] (also see [BeRe, Section 5] ). .
We rewrite the relation Σ(u) Σ(−u) = I as Σ(u) = Σ −1 (−u), giving k −1 1 (−u) = k 1 (u) + f(u) k −1 (u) e(u). Then, by combining the relations above, we find k −1 1 (u) = k −1 (−u) − (u + 2) k −1 (u + 2) u + 1 , hence we need to consider only the power series of generators e(u), f(u) and k −1 (u). We set k(u) = k −1 (u) and use the same series expansion as in (5.18): 
is an algebra isomorphism.
